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existed teaching techniques taken as a principle. 
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Winston Churchill once said: «There is a forgotten, nay almost forbidden word, which means 

more to me than any other. That word is England» [1]. For every person carried away by teaching Eng-
lish as a second language such statement can be easily paraphrased and interpreted in another way. 
The discipline «foreign language» rarely wins students' favor no matter how dear the subject is to the 
teacher's heart. Students are not burning with the desire to learn English despite the fact that it has be-
come a means of international communication and scientific collaboration. Nor they are impressed by 
the findings of the British Council on the English language prevalence: «over two-thirds of the world's 
scientists read in English; three quarters of the world's mail is written in English; 80 % of the world's 
electronically stored information is in English; of the estimated 40 million users of the Internet, some 
80% communicate in English» [2, p. 229]. To involve students into conscious and creative learning pro-
cess aiming them at getting great results becomes the most urgent and difficult task as «a teacher who 
is attempting to teach without inspiring the pupil with a desire to learn is hammering on a cold iron» 
(Horace Mann) [3].  
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Foreign language training efficiency greatly depends on methodical skills, advanced creativity 
level and original techniques used. Various innovative methods of modern higher education appeared to 
be a valid tool compensating for grave shortcomings in traditional teaching process. The best way to 
steadily move to the target aimed is to combine the most positive pedagogical features from every tech-
nique both existed and newly developed. The project method introduced into the education sphere by 
William Heard Kilpatrick [4] is students-oriented, their exploring and constructing activities dominating 
through this device. Problem-based learning pioneered by Howard Barrows and his colleagues, supplies 
teachers of foreign languages with another innovative pedagogical approach: they can't deny the bene-
fits of accumulating flexible working knowledge, developing effective problem solving and collaboration 
skills, increasing students' conscious motivation [5]. One more teaching innovation was the introduction 
of the Reading and Writing for Critical Thinking Project (RWCT) by David Klooster. This internationally 
tested and approved technique provides interested party with a mechanism of successful teaching pro-
cess reforming through increasing students' responsibility and comprehension [6].  

All the best specific features of the techniques mentioned above were reviewed and conglomer-
ated in a new creative method, an intellectual linguistic game being chosen the most suitable, valuable 
and efficient form of its realization. The advantages of the game in the teaching process are enormous: 
it fights self-doubt in students, activates their passive stock of knowledge, forms analytical skills, devel-
ops imagination, teaches to regulate emotions. Humor is another brilliant tool of teaching, this quality 
making students cheerful and relaxed as well as increasing their learning activity. Therefore, the pro-
cess of controlling knowledge obtained proved to be innovative, attractive and unusual.  

Several new approaches of stimulating students' work in academic years and evaluating it in the 
end have been recently introduced into the teaching process. The students study according to two-level 
education model: they have English classes during both Bachelor and Mastership courses. The having 
various international connections, students' motivation for learning English is high enough. Therefore, it is 
quite possible to use different innovative and experimental teaching techniques. Another quotation of Al-
bert Einstein explains the emergence of such original heuristic tendencies: «Never regard study as a duty, 
but as the enviable opportunity to learn to know the liberating influence of beauty in the realm of the spirit 
for your own personal joy and to the profit of the community to which your later work belongs» [7].  

One of the new approved teaching methods concerns the final credit class at the end of the fall 
half. Every English course at the university is characterized by its own working programme and syllabus. 
The English language being trained through significant and necessary chemical notions, phenomena 
and reactions, students get information using English for special purposes. Therefore, students of the 
first year become familiar with chemistry as a science, its scope, brief history and role in life. The sec-
ond-year students investigate mostly the problem of periodicity as well as discoveries and naming of 
chemical elements. Senior students are busy namely with analytical and biochemistry. Mastership stu-
dents discuss mainly modern scientific issues in chemistry.  

The background of the innovation described was the idea to review and enrich the students' 
knowledge in both English and chemistry as their major. For this reason students group of every year is 
given a concrete learning task on specialized topics having studied before. The students should find 
some additional material on the problem stated, think over their own sketch and dramatize it. The form 
of presentation is optional, the only demand being the whole group participation in it. The plot of the per-
formance is built combining the sketches of every students group interweaving it with tasks for the audi-
ence present. As a heuristic method of learning involves discovery and problem-solving, using reason-
ing and past experience, innovative English performances designed may be also called heuristic, their 
main feature being to enable students to discover or learn something for themselves.  

Heuristic performances naturally involve students of every year into the process of new 
knowledge obtaining, liberate their creativity, develop analytical and critical skills, and break the ice in 
communication in English. The general outline of the performance designed, tested and analyzed here 
was based on the sensation occurred within some scientific society because of specific ancient postcard 
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and dish discovery. One of such heuristic performances, which was introduced a couple of years ago 
was devoted to Christmas celebration.  

Two mastership students were to act as experts from an imaginary chemical society. They had to 
control the whole ceremony inviting this or that students' group; giving their judgment on the sketches 
presented; being ready with stopgaps. Their role of hosts included as well several tasks for all guests. 
It's also quite possible to invite students to demonstrate their other talents: abilities to dance, sing differ-
ent songs in native or foreign languages, play musical instruments. All these activities only decorate the 
performance.  

Then the President of the chemical society (one of the hosts) explained the tasks for the audience 
and announced the beginning of the performance.  

Students of the third year should name one person able to work as an extra expert in discussing 
the composition of the dish ingredients and interpreting postcard symbols. They were to dramatize an 
interview with the goal of choosing the best candidate from their group. It was their home task according 
to the curriculum of the fall half.  

In Scene 2 another group of mastership students acted as witch doctors and magi looking for 
their magic postcard and dish of endless youth. It should also be noted that students of every year had 
the task to paint their own postcard and cook a Christmas cake. Then the mastership students had to 
pass their judgment on all the things demonstrated.  

All the painted postcards and cooked cakes were presented beforehand either on walls or on ta-
bles as the items of the exhibition to be opened.  

At this stage the audience was criticizing or enjoying the postcards and cakes view exchanging 
opinions. It is also possible to prepare a special printed form in advance and distribute it to mark the 
items in order to objectively find the best one.  

Every students group had some special task to get ready with according to their set of courses. 
The students of the fourth year were to write a business letter as they studied business correspondence 
during the fall term.  

The forth-year students presented their sketch designed in advance as a special learning task. 
They were to dramatize how a letter to an inventor was written. As it was a part of the curriculum they 
had to explain the details and peculiarities of official letter writing including its structure and official exe-
cution of paper and envelope. Though, it also might be a guide for writing SMS form. Any presentation 
method is suitable, the only necessary task being the participation of the whole group. 

Mastership students were to tell the audience about any inventor they liked having found some in-
formation about his life, achievements, greatest results and contribution into chemistry. They had to 
dramatize some episodes from the inventor's life and discovery process. The inventor would join the 
company in Scene 6.  

As the description of the composition required some special knowledge, students of the second 
year were to dramatize a story about the discovery of any chemical element, periodicity and the table of 
chemical elements being a part of their syllabus during the fall term. This learning task was also pre-
pared in advance as a home one.  

The juniors - the students of the first year -do not learn much special lexical material during the 
first term of their studies. That is why they were to find interesting facts about fairy tales Christmas char-
acters from different countries and dramatize them in the form of a sketch.  

Then the hosts were to involve the audience into funny competitions.  
The first task for all the students after sketches presentation was to find the best tongue twister 

reader. Though it was the competition among representatives of every students group the challenge 
was open to everyone in the audience. Below there is an example of a tongue twister to be pronounced. 
If one doctor doctors another doctor, does the doctor who doctors the doctor, doctor the doctor the way 
the doctor is doctoring doctor? Or does he doctor the doctor the way the doctor who doctors doctors?  

The hosts were to name the winners and make small presents to them.  
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Just to distract students from only curriculum tasks they were asked to find extraordinary infor-
mation about Christmas traditions in various countries. Thus, the students of the second year informed 
the audience about interesting and original New Year souvenirs.  

Mastership students demonstrated how Christmas and New Year were celebrated.  
As New Year is a great and most favorite and magic holiday, the students of the forth year pre-

pared some funny and pleasant predictions for the audience and demonstrated them.  
At the end of such a performance (which has become a nice tradition in the faculty) all the guests 

were invited to a special room to have a cup of tea. This typically British tradition also helps students to 
realize themselves as the part of a large friendly faculty family, teaches them to act together listening to 
different opinions and respecting others' views and interests.  

It is extremely important to get the students' feedback on such innovative approach to learning 
process as proper preparation to heuristic performances takes a lot of their time. The information about 
first-year students' reactions to their first extraordinary English event showed that they highly appreciat-
ed this pioneering practice.  

The practice of combined heuristic performances proved to be rather positive, effective and bene-
ficial. It becomes possible to solve the most important and difficult task of studies as such events pro-
mote students activity to enrich both their special and linguistic knowledge. Senior students are delegat-
ed authority to examine juniors' comprehension of chemical phenomena and processes investigated 
during years of studies. It increases their responsibility as well as perfects analyzing and criticizing abili-
ties. Human relations and qualities of students also undergo striking changes as they learn to work in a 
team taking into account various existing opinions. The attitude towards English classes is characterized 
by sincere interest, willingness to work and study, increased desire to learn and present something new 
after such joint performances. Moreover, students become great friends ready to help each other when-
ever it is necessary. The whole atmosphere of the heuristic approach described here is extremely con-
structive and encouraging. Thus, as Chinese proverb says, learning becomes «a treasure that will follow 
its owner everywhere» [8, p. 100].  

According to Samuel Johnson, «you have achieved success in your field when you don't know 
whether what you are doing is work or play». The statement is quite true in connection with teaching- 
learning process: the more natural involvement into the work, the more interesting and useful is to share 
new facts and data with group-mates. If students learn while playing and experience only positive feel-
ings the ability to perfect their knowledge becomes their habit. Moreover, such heuristic events unite 
students of all six years as they actively take part in the performance and should closely cooperate with 
each other. It is the foreign language studies that greatly influence the development of students' scope, 
enlarge their vision, and form their behavior culture and courtesy. It goes without saying that any foreign 
language significantly contributes to the development of students' cogitative activity. 
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СОВМЕСТНОЕ ЭВРИСТИЧЕСКОЕ ВЫПОЛНЕНИЕ  
В СРАВНЕНИИ С ТРАДИЦИОННОЙ КРЕДИТНОЙ СИСТЕМОЙ  
ДЛЯ КУРСА АНГЛИЙСКОГО ЯЗЫКА 
 

В статье описан инновационный подход к получению знаний, контролируемых и оцениваемых 
посредством совместной эвристической работы. Данный подход призван повысить эффективность 
вовлечения студентов в такую деятельность как за счет индивидуальной работы, так и командного 
взаимодействия, а за основу взяты лучшие принципы существующих методик обучения. 
 

Ключевые слова: инновационный подход к контролю и оценке знаний студентов, эвристическая 
эффективность, оригинальный сценарий, инновационный фон, обратная связь студентов. 

 


